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Abstract. Precision closure phase measurements obtained with ground-based long baseline
optical interferometers is a promising way to directly detect light from nearby hot Jupiters.
Here we present our closure phase simulations for the CHARA array for several bright hot
Jupiters, υ And b, 51 Peg b, and τ Boo b. The maximum possible closure phase signals from
these hot Jupiters are very small, for example, only ∼ 0.17 degrees for υ And b, requiring
very high precision and stable closure phase measurements. We present preliminary results of
a closure phase study on test object β Tau and hot Jupiter system υ And, both obtained
with the MIRC instrument at the CHARA array. We demonstrate that directly detecting the
light from hot Jupiters is feasible using high precision closure phase measurements obtained by
CHARA-MIRC along with its sub-milli-arcsecond resolution, although challenges remain.
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1. Introduction
Detecting the light from extrasolar planets is the most direct way to characterize and

understand their structures and atmospheres. It is, however, a very challenging task be-
cause of the planets’ close angular distances and extremely high brightness contrast to
their host stars. Among the more than 200 detected extrasolar planets so far, a large
population of them are “hot Jupiters”, i.e., close-in (< 0.1AU) extrasolar giant planets
with high temperatures (Tef f > 1000K) and large masses (∼ 1Mj ). These “hot Jupiters”
are best suited for direct detection and characterization because of their relatively high
brightness ratios to their host stars at convenient bands (e.g., J, H, K) and also because
of their well-studied atmospheric models. Theoretical models have predicted many fea-
tures in the atmospheres of hot Jupiters, e.g., molecular bands, dusty clouds, day/night
flux variation, etc. (e.g., Burrows et al. 1997; Barman et al. 2005). These features, if
confirmed by observations, can provide valuable information on the physical structure,
chemical composition and energy distribution of the atmospheres of hot Jupiters (e.g.,
Barman et al. 2005). To date, four “hot Jupiters” have been directly detected by the
Spitzer Space Telescope: HD 209458b, TrES-1, HD 189733b, and most recently, υ And
b (Deming et al. 2005, 2006; Charbonneau et al. 2005; Harrington et al. 2006). These
measurements provided strong constraints to the current planetary atmospheric models
and have opened a new era of direct study of these extrasolar planets. However, the
number of current measurements is still too few to break model degeneracies and provide
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Table 1. Hot Jupiter candidates for CHARA-MIRC

Star Dist. H K Period e Semimajor axis T0 R∗
Name pc mag mag day AU (mas) JD mas

υ And 13.5 2.957 2.859 4.6170 0.034 0.059 (4.42) 2450088.64 0.569
τ Boo 15.6 3.546 3.507 3.3128 0.018 0.049 (3.13) 2451653.968 0.45
51 Peg 15.4 4.234 3.911 4.2310 0.01 0.051 (3.31) 2450203.947 0.35

References: Marcy, J., et al. 1997; Drake, S., et al. 1998; Butler, P. et al. 1999; Henry, G., et al.
2000; Burrows, A., et al. 2000

detailed conclusions (see e.g., Burrows et al. 2005), and they only provide information
in mid-IR. To better understand the physical and chemical characters of these planets,
more direct detections are necessary and are undoubtly the best way to proceed.

Among the methods used to detect light from hot Jupiters, a promising way is to use
ground-based long baseline optical/IR interferometers along with precision closure phase
and/or differential phase measurements. These two methods, especially closure phase,
are well studied and have been applied to modern optical/IR interferometers (see, e.g.,
Segransan et al. 2000; Lopez et al. 2000; Joergens & Quirrenbach 2004; Monnier 2007 ).
These methods are applied in the near infrared so any detections will be very valuable in
addition to the Spitzer results. For instance, planetary Teff and atmospheric characters
can be more accurately determined by combining detections across near and mid-IR
bands. In this proceeding we only give a brief introduction to these methods.

Closure Phase. Interferometers obtain information of distant objects through fringe
contrast and phase. The presence of a planet causes a small phase shift in the stellar fringe.
However, the phase information is always corrupted because the atmospheric turbulence
always induces random and extra optical paths to the light. Nevertheless, these extra
phases can be canceled if we sum the phases from 3 telescopes in a closed triangle (i.e.,
∆ΦAB + ∆ΦBC + ∆ΦC A=0, where A, B, and C stand for telescopes, see Monnier 1999
for details). This phase closure, or closure phase, is immune to any phase shifts induced
by the atmosphere as well as other systematic errors hence is a good observable (Monnier
2007). Closure phase is very sensitive to asymmetry and can sense the structure of star-
planet system as analog of high-contrast binaries, which allows us to extract their full
orbital parameters (most importantly, the inclination angle) as well as the planet-to-star
flux ratio.

Differential Phase. Hot Jupiters and their host stars’ brightness contrast differ at
different wavelengths (e.g., Sudarsky et al. 2003, Burrows et al. 2007). The difference
in the brightness contrast between two wavelengths can cause a slight shift to the sys-
tem’s photo-center, therefore inducing a phase shift to the observed fringe visibility (e.g.,
Vasisht et al. 2004). This phase shift, also called differential phase, is also immune to
the atmospheric turbulence in that the turbulence changes the phases in the same way
for different wavelengths, which therefore can be eliminated by the differential measure-
ment. Differential phase can yield the flux ratio and orbital parameters of hot Jupiter
systems and, in addition, it also provides valuable spectral information about the planet
atmospheres.

In this proceeding we perform simulation studies using both techniques for several hot
Jupiters, and show our test observations. Mostly we concentrate on the closure phase
method.
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Figure 1. Closure phase simulations for υ And b, 51 Peg b and τ Boo b. The lines show the
results for 4 different wavelength channels (out of 8 in total) of MIRC.

2. Simulations for nearby hot Jupiters
Among our list of hot Jupiter candidates chosen for CHARA-MIRC, 3 of them are

currently most favorable because of the high brightness of their host stars (see Table 1).
Because hot Jupiter-hosting stars and their closest Jupiters are similar to high contrast
close binaries, we simulate closure phase signals using binary models (Zhao et al. 2007) for
these three systems. The simulated closure phases are obtained using the CHARA inter-
ferometer array (ten Brummelaar et al. 2005) along with its MIRC instrument (Monnier
et al. 2004) at H band. The orbital properties of these systems are well studied and are
listed in Tab. 1. The diameter of the star υ And is newly measured to be 1.138±0.058 mas
using the FLOUR instrument (Mérand et al. 2006) at CHARA (Mérand 2007, private
communication). The infrared flux ratios of the planets are adopted from the models of
Sudarsky et al.(2003). The inclination i and the position angle of the ascending node Ω
are unknown for these systems. We assume 45o inclination and Ω=45o for our first set of
models. Figure 1. shows the resulting closure phase simulations for the longest telescope
triangle, S1-E1-W1. For υ And b (the first panel), we see large variations between chan-
nels and the signal level is higher than the other two candidates because its host star is
resolved by CHARA, which lowers the fringe visibility of the star and boosts the closure
phase. The closure phase of the shortest wavelength channel peaks at ∼0.17o for υ And
b and the difference between the first and the last channel is even bigger. For 51 Peg b,
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Figure 2. Closure phase simulations for υ And b, 51 Peg b and τ Boo b, similar to Fig. 1. but
for different i & Ω, i.e., i = 60o and Ω = 0o

as shown in the second panel, closure phase peaks at ∼0.04 degs. Because the star 51
Peg is not resolved by CHARA, the closure phase is significantly lower than υ And b
even though its flux contrast is higher at H band. For τ Boo b, although its host star is
slightly bigger than 51 Peg, its flux ratio is much lower thus the closure phase is weaker
and only peaks at ∼0.02o .

Although i and Ω are arbitrarily chosen in Fig. 1, Figure 2 indicates that for a different
set of i and Ω we can always get similar signal levels for the three objects using different
telescope triangles and/or at a different date. These plots also suggest that in order to
detect such small signals, our precision on closure phases needs to be better than ∼ 0.17o

for υ And b and much better than that for 51 Peg b and τ Boo b.
In addition to closure phases, we also simulate differential phases for the three can-

didates. Specifically, we first simulate complex visibilities for the 8 individual channels,
and use the two channels at the edge (i.e., at 1.52µm & 1.76µm) to interpolate the
phases for the middle channels to eliminate the OPD drift at different wavelengths due
to atmospheric pistons. The differential phase for a certain channel is then calculated by
subtracting the interpolated phase. Figure 3 shows the results at 1.66 µm (the central
channel) using CHARA’s longest baseline (S1-E1, 331m). The signals are weaker than
closure phases, therefore the required precision for detection is also higher, for instance,
need to be better than 0.1o for υ And b.
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Figure 3. Simulated differential phases for υ And b, 51 Peg b and τ Boo b.

3. Test Observations

In order to verify the feasibility of detecting weak signals using CHARA-MIRC as
simulated above, we need test observations to study the stability and precision of our
measurements. We conducted our first test observation on a bright star β Tau (H=1.9) on
Sep. 15, 2005. The top panel of Fig. 4 shows the closure phase for each data file averaged
over all wavelength channels in H band. The middle panel shows the result of averaging
10 files, and the bottom averages 20 files. The error reduces as

√
N , suggesting the mea-

surement is stable and immune from effects due to changes in the seeing. Encouragingly,
the error for ∼1.5 hour integration is <0.1 degs, small enough for the required precision,
0.17o , for υ And b.

Observations on our first candidate υ And was performed in August, 2007. Figure 5
shows the results in 3 panels similar to Fig. 4. We notice that the error is 0.25o for only
0.6 hours of integration. Although it is larger than the required precision, the error can
in fact reach comparable precision as that of β Tau when taking actual integration time
and brightness of the star into account. We also notice that the intrinsic errors of the
data points are much lower than the scatter and the measurements drift a little with
time, which may relate to unknown calibration issues.
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MIRC Closure Phase ( UT2005Sep15 )
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Figure 4. Test observation on bright star β Tau. Each point in the top panel corresponds to 45
seconds of integration. The middle panel shows the average of 10 points and the bottom shows
the average of 20 points.

4. Conclusions
Our simulations show that in order to detect the signal from a hot Jupiter like υ And b,

the errors of the closure phase and differential phase need to be below 0.1degs and much
lower for other hot Jupiters. Our test observations show that for a bright star with long
integration, the precision of our closure phase measurement is enough for the requirement.
For a real hot Jupiter, this precision is feasible but requires much longer integration as
well as higher sensitivity from the facilities to shorten the integration time. There are
indications of some calibration issues in our latest observations. We are investigating
these issues to improve the calibration and precision. In the near future, a fringe tracker,
CHAMP (Berger et al. 2006), will be commissioned to increase the sensitivity of MIRC,
and some optics of the array will be improved with better coating and focusing. With
the improvements on both precision and sensitivity, the goal of detecting light from hot
Jupiters will be feasible for CHARA-MIRC.
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Figure 5. Test observation on hot Jupiter system υ And b. Each point in the top panel is an
average of 6 files, which corresponds to 32 seconds of integration. Points in the middle panel are
averages of 30 files and in the bottom are average of 60 files.
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